Removable
Rumble Strips

- Commands driver attention in pedestrian or work areas
- Construction orange makes dangerous areas highly visible
- Designed for single installation up to 12 months

Flexible rubber base

Bright colors command drivers' attention

Superior pressure-sensitive adhesive bonds to road surface through hot and cold weather conditions

Speeding and inattentive driving are the top causes of crashes in the work zone. ATM Removable Rumble Strips alert drivers and slow traffic without the added time and expense of installing thermoplastic, asphalt, or grooved rumble strips.

Self-adhesive rumble strips create a visual, audible, and physical alert to drivers of a change in traffic patterns and draw attention to caution signs or road construction. The highly visible, colors focus drivers' attention on the road and surroundings, while a repeating "rumble" sound and physical vibration increases drivers' awareness.

The strips are available in rolls of 4' x 50' at .250 mil thickness. In addition to orange, other colors available include white or black. Rumble Strips should be applied in three sets of ten. The strips in set one should be 10' apart followed by 500'; in set two the strips should be 5' apart followed by 500'; in set three the strips should be 18' apart. (Application layout may vary due to posted speed limits.) Rumble strips can be used in conjunction with ATM's extensive line of highway markings including arrows, symbols, and messages. See pages 12-14.